
Norcal Division Exec Committee Minutes

Northern California Fencing Division Executive Committee Meeting 

Sunday, August 5, 2018 
at West Berkeley Fencing Club 

Attendees: Elizabeth Earls (west berkeley), Sándor Mándoki (chair),Scott Cunningham (vice 

chair), John McGrew (ebfg), Peter Burchard (nbfa) , Sonya Li (hfc) , Maureen Griffin (ggfc), 

Nancy Philippine (Secretary) + Mark Wheeler (Bay Cup - guest) 

I. Last EC “Meeting” Minutes to Approve (August/September 2017)  

       Minutes can be found online:  https://www.norcalfence.org/minutes/ 
Motion to accept Minutes by Peter, 2nd by Maureen– Approved by All 

II. Norcal Division Qualifiers 
A. Dates and Locations 

B. Registration Fees 
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Qualifiers Date Location Weapon(s)

JO Qualifiers 12/16/18 Halberstatdt All weapons except if heavy registration

JO Qualifiers (if need be) 12/15/18 GGFC Epee - if needed in case of heavy 
registration or to have ground strips

Div2/Div3.Vet SNQ 3/24/19 UC Berkeley 
(tentative)

All weapons

Y14 SNQ 4/28/19 Halberstadt Foil & Saber

Y14 SNQ 4/27/19 GGFC Epee

$30 for online registration (same as last season) 

Regular online registration closes Monday before the event.

 $45 for late online registration 

 Late online registration up to Friday midnight before the event

 $60 for ‘At the door' registration 

Refund deadline: 72 hours before the event

See 2016 - EC Meeting Minutes for latest changes: https://www.norcalfence.org/minutes/

https://www.norcalfence.org/minutes/
https://www.norcalfence.org/minutes/
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  All agreed to keep the same registration fees as shown above 

C. Hosting Fees 

  It was proposed to raise the hosting fees to $10/entry for all Qualifiers from $9 for the 
2017/2018 season. 

Motion by Sandor, 2nd by Elizabeth– Approved by All 

D. Referee Fees 

Current Rate: 
Referee’s pay is minimum of $160 for the day - more depending on number of entries 
and amount of work. Lunch included too. 

       All agreed to keep the same referee fee rates 

E. Format of Qualifiers 

III. 2018/2019 Norcal Division Referee Clinics 
It was acknowledged at the 2018 Annual Member Meeting that it was difficult to organize the 
clinics and practical tests over the same weekend. 
The following dates were reserved at the Norcal Division Annual Member Meeting on 
6/17/18 for the 2018/2019 season. 

A. Clinic Dates (Reminder) 

B. Clinic Instructor Compensation 
It was proposed to raise the compensation to $1,000 in consideration of the preparation work 
and time spent to present and the expertise needed to run the clinic (only 2 instructors in the 
Bay Area) 
The instructor will be compensated once the Division has received a report that includes: 
  1. Number of Attendees 
  2. Attendees Names 
  3. Attendees Division and Club 

     Motion by Maureen, 2nd by Sandor– Approved by All 
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Host club will receive $10/entry

Date Location Instructor Event
8/26/18 Coastside Fencing Club Tomek A. referee clinic  

1/13/19 West Berkeley Peter B. referee clinic

See 2016 - EC Meeting Minutes for latest changes: https://www.norcalfence.org/minutes/

https://www.norcalfence.org/minutes/
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C. Practical Test Rules and Compensation  
After much debate, it was proposed that the Division would offer referee in training more 
practical tests during the season. Once they passed the written test, they have up to the end 
of the season to contact the Division observers to take the practical test (we counted 4 maybe 
5 observers available in the Bay Area: Tomek A., Peter B., Sandor M, Devin D., ?) 
The observers will receive $10 per practical test given whether the candidate passes or not, 
once the Division has received a report that includes: 
  1. Name of referee in training 
  3. Referee in training  Division and Club 
  4. pass or fail? rating level? weapon? 
The Division will reserve $500 in the budget for these practical tests which means there is a 
limit of 50 practical tests possible in one season.  

Motion by Sandor, 2nd by Maureen– Approved by 6 - 2 abstentions 

D. Clinic Fees 
 Current Agreement: 
 $10 for clinic, $10 for tournament  
 Clinic Fees go to the hosting club. 
          It was agreed that the Clinic Fees should be revisited soon.  

The registration is already open for the August Clinic so no change for this one but a proposal 
will be made over email to the exec committee soon.  

• It was proposed to raise the Clinic fees to $20 or $30, keeping $10 going to the host club 
and the rest to the Division to help cover the compensation of the instructors. 

• It was proposed to have a different fee rate for attendees from other Divisions.  

IV. Sanctioning the 2018/2019 Bay Cup Tournaments 
The 2018/2019 Bay Cup Schedule is not ready at the date of the Division meeting but the Bay 
Cup is following the same format as previous years so it was proposed to sanction all Bay Cup 
tournaments based on our current understanding. 

Motion by Sandor, 2nd by Scott– Approved by All 
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V. Sanctioning of other Division tournaments this season 
A. East Bay Fencers Gym (EBFG) 

Motion by John, 2nd by Scott– Approved by All 

B. Golden Gate Fencing Club (GGFC 

These competitions are for fencers with valid high school IDs and USA Fencing competitive 
memberships.  For some fencers, this is a more comfortable entry point than an RJCC or Bay Cup and 
gains them some recognition at school for sports. I was quite successful last year and with the NORCAL 
division's sanctioning, we plan to grow it more this season. 

Motion by Sandor, 2nd by John– Approved by 7 - 1 abstention 
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Date Locat
ion

Name Events Format

9/23/18 EBFG EBFG Tournament Mixed Open, Women’s Epee, 
and an E and under

 pools then 100% promotion to DE 
 Medals will be given to the top 3 with 
no fenceoff for 3rd

5/19/19 EBFG Duel D’Abdul Senior open Mixed Epee  
Senior women Epee

pools then 100% promotion to DE 
 Medals will be given to the top 3 with 
fenceoff for 3rd 
Gifts card from Victory Fencing and 
Gears for top 3  

Date Location Name Format
10/06/18 GGFC High School Epee 

Competitions (Men's 
and Women's Epee)

Pools then 100% 
promotion to DE - 
repechage 

12/15/18 
(TBD after JO 
qualifiers set 
to that date)

GGFC High School Epee 
Competitions (Men's 
and Women's Epee)

Pools then 100% 
promotion to DE - 
repechage 

3/23/19 GGFC High School Epee 
Competitions (Men's 
and Women's Epee)

Pools then 100% 
promotion to DE - 
repechage 

5/11/19 GGFC High School Epee 
Competitions (Men's 
and Women's Epee)

Pools then 100% 
promotion to DE - 
repechage 
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C. Marin Fencing Academy (MFA) 

         other event details: 
-  $25 event fee 
-  Medals will be awarded for first, second, and 3rd, with no fence off for third 
-  Fencers with a US Fencing rating of "A" fence for free 
-  MFA will supply food and refreshments for fencers and spectators 

After much debate and a failed vote to sanction all, it was proposed to sanction the first 
tournament on September 28 and have an observer to report to the Division on format 
followed before approving all, despite Sandor reporting that the tournament he had 
attended was appropriately run. 

Motion by Sandor, 2nd by Nancy– Approved by 6 - 2 opposed 

VI. Young Referee Awards 
  All agreed to continue this program as is 

 CURRENT PROGRAM 
a. Division reserves $$ for 10 USFA Membership in the budget 
b. The Bay Cup managed the tracking of the referees’ participation 
c. The criteria to be one of the 10 winners will be: a minimum of 3 Bay Cup 

events ref’d by an under 18 Northern California Member.  
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Date Location Name Format
9/28/18 MFA MFA Friday Night Pools then 100% promotion to DE 

10/19/18 MFA MFA Friday Night Pools then 100% promotion to DE 

11/30/18 MFA MFA Friday Night Pools then 100% promotion to DE 

12/28/18 MFA MFA Friday Night Pools then 100% promotion to DE 

1/25/19 MFA MFA Friday Night Pools then 100% promotion to DE 

2/22/19 MFA MFA Friday Night Pools then 100% promotion to DE 

3/29/19 MFA MFA Friday Night Pools then 100% promotion to DE 

4/26/19 MFA MFA Friday Night Pools then 100% promotion to DE 

5/31/19 MFA MFA Friday Night Pools then 100% promotion to DE 

+

10/12/18 MFA MFA Women Epee Pools then 100% promotion to DE 
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VII. Wheelchair Access Frames owned by Division and shared 
The survey showed only a couple of clubs interested and having the appropriate environment 
to offer wheelchair access.  
The Division does not feel they have the resources and space to run such a program. A 
liability concern was raised as well.  So it was recommended to the clubs interested to look 
into it at their own expense. 
VIII.Ground Strips owned by Division and shared 
The Division does not feel they have the resources and space to run such a program. A 
liability concern was raised as well here.  So it was recommended to the clubs interested to 
look into it at their own expense. 
IX. Budget to approve 
After the meeting, the budget needs to be revisited, so was tabled to be approved over 
email. 

  Tabled 

X. Open Discussions 
A. Incentive to new referees (all ages) 

It was suggested to offer background check and safe sport funding to new coming referees 
over 18 or some other incentive to be discussed 
  Tabled  

B. Bay Cup Mentorship program 
Please see the proposal in Appendix B below. It was agreed to open the discussion to more 
clubs before offering a vote. 
  Tabled  

C. Bay Cup Mini Ref Clinics 
Based on the Bay Cup proposal shared in Appendix A below, it was proposed that the 
Division shared the cost of the Bay Cup Mini Ref Clinics and would reserve $500 per clinic, up 
to 3 clinics in the season 

Motion by John, 2nd by Sandor– Approved by All 

 changes to the budget 2018/2019

Clinic Instructor Compensation $2,000

Referee Practical Test Observer Compensation $500

Website Domain $400

Bay Cup mini ref clinic $1500

Medals $350
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APPENDIX A


Mini-Ref Clinic Proposal 

To: CenCal Division
NorCal Division

From: The Bay Cup

Date: 8/3/18 

For:  Organizing and Running Mini-Ref Clinics in Foil, Saber, and Epee in Each Division, 
 2018-2019 Season 

Purpose:    

● The main purpose of these mini-clinics is to give fencers with little or no refereeing 
experience an overview of the basics of refereeing, some hands-on practice, and a 
modest degree of comfort in stepping up to ref some Bay Cup tournaments.   

● They are also meant for referees that would like some hands-on practice, with oversight, 
and updates on current interpretations of the rules.   

● Not intended to be a substitute for the 8-hr FOC clinic 

Format / Curriculum:  

● ½ Day Clinic -  4 hours 
● Run by 1-2 referees, depending on number of participants (5 - 8 participants per ref) 
● Clinic refs with minimum rating of 5  
● Clinic curriculum and outlines developed by The Bay Cup and Sandor Mandoki (see 

attached) 

Funding Request 

The Bay Cup is requesting a commitment of $1,500 each from NorCal and CenCal for the Bay 
Cup to run three weapon-specific mini-ref clinics in each division during the season. Funding 
would help cover costs for referee pay, venue rental, and coordination of the clinics. 

The expected costs for each clinic would be on the order of $850 each. 
 2 refs, $300, venue, half-day $250, coffee, snacks $50, coordination time, $250 

The estimated revenue: if charge $20/head and 8-12 participants each, possible revenue of 
$160 - $240 each clinic. 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APPENDIX B


Possible approach for NorCal Division Referee Mentorship 
Program 

Purpose:  Help train beginner-level referees at tournaments held within the Division by providing 
an experienced referee to shadow them while they are refereeing and provide feedback and 
support. 

How it would work: 
1. Tournament organizer and Division would coordinate hiring of a mentor referee for the 

organizer's tournament. 
2. Division would pay mentor referee fee ($150/day or $75/ half-day). 
3. The mentor referee would have a minimum rating of 5 for the event weapon.   
4. Organizer would assign at least 2 and up to 3 beginner referees to be shadowed by 

the mentor referee during the tournament.  Mentor referee would divide time 
appropriately between assigned referees.   

5. Mentor referee would provide feedback to the the beginner referees on their calls, 
providing corrections and suggestions as appropriate - during and/or at the end of 
each bout, and in a summary review session at the end of the day. 

6. Mentor referee would not referee any bouts directly, would only be responsible for 
shadowing the beginner referees. 

7. Bout committee would announce purpose and role of mentor referee at beginning of 
event.  

8. Mentor referee would complete a beginner referee evaluation form for each referee 
shadowed.  Completed forms would be provided to Division by tournament organizer.   

9. For this trial program during the 2018-2019 season, Division would provide up to XX 
mentor referees for tournaments in the division and would split equally for each 
weapon: 9 days would mean 3 days or 6 half-days of mentorship for each weapon! 

(Division to decide on "XX" based on funds to be allocated to the trial program: 
(9 days of mentorship = $1,350, 12 = $1,800, 15 = $2,250, etc). 
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APPENDIX C

Exec Committee Follow-up
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Poll "Exec Committee Follow-up"
https://doodle.com/poll/v9qdrfh8fqh4vz5f

Sanction MFA 
Friday Night 
Series (see 
Minutes for 

dates)

Sanction MFA 
Women Open on 

October 12

Approve funding referee 
mentorship trial program up 
to $1,350.00 for the season 

(see Appendix B of the 
minutes)

Approve Budget 
for 2018/2019

Count 8 8 9 9


